
Takarazuka Grand Theater(HYOGO) 
Jan.1-Jan.31 2022

Musical Cinema
"Color Me True"
Based on the film “Color Me True” 
(c)2018 FUJI TELEVISION NETWORK / HORIPRO / DENTSU / KDDI All
rights reserved.
Script and direction by Naoko Koyanagi

Jazz Homage
"FULL SWING!"
Written and directed by Akio Miki

On sale from: December 18, 2021, at 10:00 AM(JST) -

Price
SS Seat : 12,500 / S Seat : 8,800 / A Seat : 5,500 / B Seat : 3,500 
Unit: Japanese Yen (tax included)



Story

--- "Color Me True"

Kenji Makino is a young man who dreams of becoming a film director. He has been enamored with the heroine Miyuki in an
old black-and-white movie, “The Tomboy Princess and the Three Jolly Beasts”.  

Kenji currently works as an assistant director at Kyoei Film. He whiles away his after-work free time at the Romance
Theater meeting Miyuki in the movie, instead of hanging out with his friend and rival Shintaro Yamanaka. One day, Kenji is
devastated to learn that the theater owner Honda has decided to sell the old reel of film. Kenji makes a wish to the god of
movie: “Let me be with her forever…” Then he reaches out for Miyuki on the screen, and Miyuki extends her hand as if in
respond to it. Thatʼs when something miraculous happens; following the voice of Diana the Moon Spirit, with a terrific clap
of thunder, the theater is plunged into darkness…  

Kenji stands up while the emergency lights are on in the theater. What he sees, much to his surprise, is Miyuki emerging
from the screen into the real world. Kenji is so astonished that he tries to touch her hand, but Miyuki hits him on the head
with a soda bottle that has fallen nearby. Kenji covers Miyuki with his jacket to conceal her identity and takes her to his
apartment. Miyuki is full of curiosity about the world she is seeing the first time in color. She wants to go out to see more
things and orders Kenji to take her to his workplace.  

The next day, the shooting of a movie is about to start at the studio, which title is “Horror! Yokai Monsters and the
Handsome Guy”. This is the latest one of a very popular series starring Ryunosuke Shundo, who is Kyoeiʼs biggest star.
Miyuki has no regard for others, even Shundo. Her uninhibited behavior causes chaos on the set, leading to an accident
that makes Kenji suspected of being a bomber. Kenji is at the mercy of Miyukiʼs feisty personality and tomboyish behavior,
yet he becomes more attracted to her as they spend more time together. One day, Kenji and other assistant directors are
told to write a new script, due to the suggestion by Toko Naruse who is the daughter of Kyoeiʼs president and has secretly
fallen for Kenji. They are excited to hear that the best script will be made into a movie and will be directed by the
scriptwriter himself. Kenji wonders what to write, but finally he decides to write a script about his days with Miyuki, thanks
to Hondaʼs advice. Kenji goes out with Miyuki to gather materials for his script. They are drawn to each other while having
fun together in the world filled with colors, such as a colorful shaved ice, a seven-colored rainbow, and a red windmill.
Kenji tells Miyuki that his script will definitely have a happy ending.  

When he returns home, Kenji is visited by Orochimaru with his attendants: Amagiri and Sagiri. Orochimaru is the prince of
a neighboring country to Miyukiʼs, who wants to take her for his wife. To bring Miyuki back to the inner filmʼs world, they
have come to the real world with the help of a god called Teruteru Daimyojin. Learning Miyukiʼs big secret from
Orochimaru, Kenji agonizes over the reality that he will not be able to make Miyuki happy. Meanwhile, Miyuki also wishes
for Kenjiʼs happiness, and thatʼs why she disappears from his sight.  

Kenji lives in the real world while Miyuki is the heroine in the black-and-white movie. How will the story of Kenji and Miyuki
who are from different worlds end up?

--- "FULL SWING!"

“FULL SWING!” is a dazzling show featuring lively jazz music. Opening with a gorgeous prologue celebrating the birth of
the hero of swing, this delightful performance is rich in variety, showing both the stylish and soulful sides of jazz. We hope
that you will enjoy this funky and swinginʼ world of jazz, steeped in the wondrous charm of the Moon troupe led by their
new top pair!



Kenji Makino: Kanato Tsukishiro

Miyuki: Mitsuki Umino

Ryunosuke Shundo: An Hozuki

Tadashi Honda: Ru Kozuki

Baaya (Miyukiʼs female servant) : Miyako Kagetsu

Kyoko Hagi: Sachika Shirayuki

Shohei Naruse: Karan Chinami

Diana (Moon spirit): Aki Harune

Jiiya (Miyukiʼs male servant): Yu Harumi

Daisuke Shimizu: Rune Yumena

Tanukichi: Tsukasa Ren

Tsuruo Ishida: Aoi Kashiro

Director (Shinsengumi): Makoto Asagiri

Head nurse Miyoshi: Mirei Himesaki

Orochimaru: Chisei Akatsuki

Hanae Hayashi (Costume designer): Senri Urara

Natsukawa (Screenwriter): Ran Kiyoka

Toraemon: Kaoto Hanabusa

Toko Naruse: Michiru Irodori

Police officer: Tsubasa Asahi

Baba (Attendant): Naoki Ran

Shintaro Yamanaka: Yuno Kazama

Mariko Aota (Seven Colors): Yuki Momoka

Isami Kondo: Yu Sorashiro

Tayu: Rin Hisumi

Amane Yoshikawa / Amagiri (Orochimaruʼs servant): Juri Amashi

Inokura (Attendant): Sena Ayaoto

Main cast

--- "Color Me True"



Sagiri (Orochimaruʼs servant): Haru Reika

Midori Tsukasa (Seven Colors): Karen Yui

Clown: Yurika Yoshino

Tayu: Maika Hanatoki

Cameraman: Natsuho Komi

Kakigori seller: Ruria Amana

Aiko Kishi (Seven Colors): Keito Ranze

Fujiko Tono (Seven Colors): Ari Nanano

Hatosaburo: Ayato Hiragi

Kawatori (Assistant director): Kei Issei

Okabayashi (Assistant director): Tera Okusu

Eiko / Nana Wakao (Seven Colors): Riri Shirakawa

Ushitaro (Attendant): Yurika Ayaji

Yukari Hara (Seven Colors): Mika Haon

Suzumoto (Assistant director): Ria Ruo

Sound engineer: Yuki So

Costume assistant: Mio Manoa

Lighting technician: Sonata Mariya

Chikage Awaji (Diva of the goblins) / Woman in the photo: Haryu Kiyora

Yotsuike (Assistant director): Ren Mahiro

Hideko Akane (Seven Colors): Ichigo Saaya

Hair stylist: Sora Miumi

Art director: Daia Tsukino

Muraumi (Assistant director): Miyabi Nanashiro

Kuroishi (Assistant director): Asano Kazuma


